
Glass : Mini LED BL
PET : Mini LED
Substrate
PI、FPC
BT

·  Thin board assembly

·  PCB SMT for automa�o
·  Auto glass prin�ng

(exposure/developing/
etching/cleaning)

·  Fan out : wafer

APPLICATION

Complies With SGS RoHS
Environmental Tes�ng

Received ISO Cer�fica�on

Stononlead® carrier

Suntaba®

·High service life : Can be reused over 1,500 �mes. (The service life depending on the use method and environment.)

·High produc�on yield : Can prevent thin board from deforming during produc�on.

·Customized design：Can be design FPC layout. (precision cu�ng ±0.1 mm)

·Automa�c produc�on : Can be quickly posi�oned and detached, reducing labor costs.

·Cost-saving : Suntaba® can be replaced so carriers can be reused.

·The adsorp�on and non-adsorp�on area can be designed on the same in Suntaba®.

·A�er design, the adsorp�on area and adsorp�on strength of the Suntaba® can be determined and adjusted.

〔Vacuum  State〕

〔Electrosta�c Vacuum〕

Suntaba Vaccum Pallets composed of Suntaba® and Stononlead®, uses the vacuum suc�on 
principle to replace the tradi�onal taping methods. Make the thin board to fix and remove easily.
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Our team combined silicone with high-temperature 
materials to develop an environmentally friendly
material “Suntaba®" that can be pasted more than
a thousand �mes. Can fix thin board and remove
them without damaging its. Improved produc�on
yield, move towards automa�c produc�on. Suntaba®
can customize the design according to different products
and process applica�ons, and determine the adsorp�on
area and adsorp�on strength by itself.

Original : Full glossy surface, the adsorp�on strength.
Round hole design : Used with ejec�on jig.
Polka dot design : Can effec�vely reduce the adsorp�on
                                 force in the target area.
Striped design : Can effec�vely reduce the adsorp�on
                             force in the target area.
Irregular design : For complex and irregular substrates.
Snake-scale design : Can regulate the thermal expansion
                                     when exposed to heat.
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